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inform your vote with the history and personal stories of 45 us presidents in this beautifully
illustrated volume from the first president george washington to the most recent president donald
trump the united states has seen a host of extraordinary men take office their stories are all included
in the complete book of us presidents by journalist and historian bill yenne this book features short
biographical essays about the lives of 45 presidents jam packed with unusual details and expounding
on the significant roles each commander in chief played in the shaping of the united states and its
relations with the world lavishly illustrated including each president s official white house portrait
sidebars about each and every vice president and first lady and interesting anecdotes this book is
accessible to a broad audience and will captivate any history lover during election season the complete
book of us presidents is an expansive collection that reflects on america s rich presidential history
telling the story of a nation through the biographies of some of its greatest political leaders a ready
reference guide to the presidents of the united states so completelyupdated this edition will include
brand new information about the life and election of the 1996 president whoever that might be take a
factual look at each of our chief executives their lives loves administrations friends and foes successes
and failures this totally comprehensive single volume sourcebook is arranged in chronological order
for easy reference and features a photographed portrait of each president 43 photographs 769 pages
readers will learn about 200 years of history in the oval office and of all 43 united states presidents
including the president elected in november 2000 to succeed president clinton each president s
politics events from their time period and even some funny things about them and their families are
presented includes photos and illustrations discover the history and personal stories of 46 us presidents
in this beautifully illustrated volume from the first president george washington to the forty sixth joe
biden the united states has seen a host of extraordinary men take office their stories are all included in
this fourth edition of the complete book of us presidents by journalist and historian bill yenne this
book features short biographical essays about the lives of 46 presidents jam packed with unusual
details and commentary on the significant roles each commander in chief played in the shaping of the
united states and its relations with the world lavishly illustrated including the presidents official
white house portraits sidebars about each and every vice president and first lady and intriguing
anecdotes this book is accessible to a broad audience and will captivate any history lover the complete
book of us presidents is an expansive collection that reflects on america s rich presidential history
telling the story of a nation through the biographies of some of its greatest political leaders updated for
2013 readers can easily relive the course of american history through a detailed timeline more than
50 vivid photographs and illustrations information about each president s term in office and the major
political issues of each era an informative and visual guide to america s highest office this dk
eyewitness book explores the history of the white house and the presidents who have served in it
written in association with the smithsonian institution this beautiful visual reference book provides
mini biographies and trivia for budding historians along with hundreds of photos that illustrate the
lives of presidents that shaped american history students and teachers alike will find intriguing facts
in this comprehensive history book each president s feature starts with their early lives and takes the
reader through their political careers discover how they came into office and what happened after
they won their presidential elections be an eyewitness to the history of the inhabitants of the white
house through full color photographs of famous paintings campaign memorabilia handwritten letters
and even historical artifacts belonging to each president as the first person to be called the president of
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the united states george washington helped unite the colonies and win independence from king
george of great britain learn about his revolutionary leadership and the forging of the constitution
discover how abraham lincoln saved the union from the american civil war and how thomas jefferson
doubled the size of the nation with the louisiana purchase the book includes a section of presidential
speeches such as john f kennedy s inaugural address and ronald reagan s evil empire speech read
about other 20th century presidents such george w bush bill clinton and the first black president
barack obama this new edition introduces america s newest commander in chief joe biden the history
of the us presidents from george washington to joe biden dk eyewitness books presidents uses a
unique integrated format with text and pictures to give insight into the lives of the men that have
held the highest position in the usa eyewitness educational books are a favorite for school aged
students parents and teachers alike inside this fascinating visual reference book includes a feature on
every american president in history right up to joe biden presidential facts and trivia in bite sized
information that is easy to follow for younger readers hundreds of photos of famous artworks
historical artifacts and handwritten letters includes a section on some of history s famous american
political speeches more from dk books for more interesting facts about american presidents look for dk
books the presidents visual encyclopedia if you enjoy dk eyewitness books presidents there are over
170 eyewitness titles to choose from covering a large variety of topics for more history reference
books dk eyewitness victorians dk eyewitness aztec and dk eyewitness world war i just a few of the
titles available the complete book of u s presidents eighth edition contains more in depth information
about every u s president to hold office than any other single book a factual unbiased look at every
american chief executive this book chronicles their lives their administrations their friends and foes
their successes and their failures this unique reference volume will be fully updated to include the
results of the highly controversial 2012 election the most comprehensive single volume sourcebook
on u s presidents available today a unique volume comprised of more than 300 000 words more in
depth information about every president than any other single book a factual look at all our chief
executives from george washington to the winner of the 2016 campaign their lives etc a solid primer
and reference about the many men who have held the highest office in the us from george
washington to bill clinton based on a poll of 719 historians political scientists this book ranks all the
presidents in order of their influence importance from the best rated president lincoln to the worst
rated harding the authors analyse the high low points of each chief executive s term of course
external factors influence a presidency as well the authors supply a detailed overview of each
administration to provide an in depth perspective a history of the office of the president of the united
states from 1789 to the present this book is a perfect introduction to america s presidents and the
united states government each chapter takes an education look at the life of an american president
how they rose into power and what the country was like during their time in office never before
has so much information been packed into one easy to read book in presidents of the united states of
america you will learn biographical details about each president s birthplace family life political party
and other interesting trivia the headlines scandals heroes and villains that defined america
presidential nicknames famous quotes and detailed stories of ruthless presidential campaigns the
fascinating history of the white house and so much more presidents of the united states of america is
perfect for readers of all ages clear easy to use and full of valuable information this book is a must for
anyone interested in american history relive the fascinating course of the united state s history
through the lives of its presidents from george washington all the way up to its present leaders a
perfect resource for home and school discover the history and personal stories of 46 us presidents in
this beautifully illustrated volume from the first president george washington to the forty sixth joe
biden the united states has seen a host of extraordinary men take office their stories are all included in
this fourth edition of the complete book of us presidents by journalist and historian bill yenne this
book features short biographical essays about the lives of 46 presidents jam packed with unusual
details and commentary on the significant roles each commander in chief played in the shaping of the
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united states and its relations with the world lavishly illustrated including the presidents official
white house portraits sidebars about each and every vice president and first lady and intriguing
anecdotes this book is accessible to a broad audience and will captivate any history lover the complete
book of us presidents is an expansive collection that reflects on america s rich presidential history
telling the story of a nation through the biographies of some of its greatest political leaders offers brief
profiles of all forty two united states presidents and lists important events that occurred during each
president s administration did you know obama is the only president born outside of the continental
united states born and educated in hawaii packed with lots of interesting facts of our presidents from
the first to the current president trump this book is guaranteed to entertain you and your family
written in mind for younger readers this book is an easy read for most ages this is also the perfect gift
for students and kids the most thorough authoritative and up to date single volume reference to the
presidency in print historian kathryn moore presents a riveting narrative of each president s personal
and political experiences in and out of office along with illuminating facts and statistics about each
administration fascinating timelines of national and world events astonishing trivia and much more
these details are woven together to present a complex and nuanced portrait of the american
presidency from the nation s infancy to today fully updated to include a chronology of events from
45th president donald j trump s first term and results of the 2020 election portrays american
presidents from george washington through bill clinton highlighting the key details of their lives do
you love american history do you enjoy learning about the us presidents if so then this president
trivia book is for you the great book of crazy president trivia is filled with many lesser known facts
about the american presidents it is filled with great stories of the us presidents that you will not find
in any us history books this president trivia book is going to let you see the presidents of the past in a
whole new light learn about their personal lives the challenges they faced and their great
accomplishments when you read this trivia book you are going to learn not only about the presidents
of the us but about the history of the us as well when we learn about the presidents most often we
learn about a few of their accomplishments that they had while in office however this book is going
to show you the good the bad and the ugly when it comes to the lives of these men at the end of each
chapter you will find trivia questions and answers that are going to allow you to learn even more
about the men that have been in charge of the united states of america you are going to learn how
war not only challenged these men but how it affected who they were you will see how great
decisions were made as well as some that were not so great in the end you are going to find that
these men were in fact just men who took on a huge responsibility some of them were successful
some of them failed miserably but each of them with their own hands molded the us into what it is
today great presidents are determined first and foremost by the circumstances and times of their
presidency but great presidents also demonstrate great personal leadership in being in the forefront of
necessary changes in our country president donald trump recognized that after 70 years of promoting
economic and political policies that rebuilt other nations following the devastations of ww ii it was
time to rebuild and refortify the united states within three plus years he has been doing that with
renegotiated trade agrees deregulation of overzealous bureaucratic oversight tax cuts increased
military funding and judicial appointments he also has demonstrated personal leadership in our nation
s response to the worldwide pandemic his effectiveness like most national and international leaders is
questionable but he has been courageous in demonstrating leadership among the greatest u s
presidents i rank donald j trump number eight of the forty five presidents seven before president
trump i list as george washington abraham lincoln franklin delano roosevelt thomas jefferson
woodrow wilson harry s truman and ronald reagan i justify my ranking by thoroughly examining
the ratings of u s presidents by three acknowledged presidential rating historians clinton rossiter
james david barber and alvin stephen felzenberg i predicted in a newspaper column that barack
obama would defeat mitt romney in 2012 i predicted that donald trump would defeat hillary clinton
in 2016 i am predicting donald trump is odds on favorite to beat any democratic candidate for
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president in 2020 having been a journalist for 40 years covering presidents and other international
leaders congress and national and international business i have found that to overcome a plethora of
conflicting information and disinformation the simplest answer in understanding leaders is often the
best i have studied all 45 u s presidents and have found that the simplest way to determine why they
got elected and why they were successful less successful or not very successful at all is to determine
if they were a daddy s boy or a mama s boy from their birth on i also identify in the book whether
our presidents were balanced atyplical conflicted or unbalanced our greatest presidents were balanced
in other words if they were at birth mama s boys they learned to acquire the attributes of the other
parent to balance them abraham lincoln was a mama s boy who married at daddy s girl mary todd
who taught him to man up i identify president trump as an atyplical daddy s boy though his father
loved him and he loved his father donald has an inordinate need to be independent of a dominant
father to be his own man too simplistic of course many other factors are involved but i am talking
about a simplistic rule of thumb a poker tell a major determining factor in predicting who can get
elected in terms of their ability to campaign and attract a following their personality and character
how they might make decisions their policy inclinations their management style in terms of being
able to delegate or not if they have administrative capability and what is their worldview basher s us
presidents shows you the nation s leaders as you ve never seen them before every president from
george washington to the winner of the 2016 election has an individual entry and speaks directly to
the reader often humorous these lively and enlightening articles bring history to life meet james
monroe known as the last cocked hat because he pranced around in an outdated wig hat and breeches
learn more about uncle jumbo better known as grover cleveland the only president to serve two non
consecutive terms find out how ronald reagan helped end the cold war quirky facts add interest did
you know that john quincy adams had a pet alligator that teddy roosevelt and his whole family could
walk on stilts or that lyndon b johnson had worked as an elevator operator read this book and you ll
soon be on personal terms with every single us head honcho to date published in a variety of formats
and price points these activity books provide kids with hours of creative fun ����������� ���
���������� ����������� ����� ��������������������� �����������
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������������������ from george washington to george w bush this book summarizes the u
s presidents with easy to read rhyming poetry it makes a great gift for children of all ages who love
to read written by a former social studies teacher this book promises to become a favorite in your
collection ����������� ������������������ ��� � ��� ���� ������ �����
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united states holds the most important office in the country the person who is elected to fill this
position represents the nation s highest commitment to the rule of law the process by which this job
is filled can be difficult for struggling readers to grasp leaving them uninformed with a focus on
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simple language and helpful graphics this book makes the ins and outs of a presidential election easy
to understand readers will be directed to the constitution for ultimate guidance but this primary
source is explained with clear examples of its use from the founding of the nation to modern times �
�������������� �������� ��� ����� ���� ����� 21�����������������
���� ����� 1972� �� ����������������������������������� ��������
�� ������������� ��������������������� �� 2052 � ����� ��40������
�������������������� ������������������� ���������� �� �� �����
����30�������������������������� ���40�������������� ���������
� ������������������ ������������������������������ 90��������
����� �������������������� ��� ������������������ ���������� ��
�������������� this book provides an eye opening look at the outsized role that seven
presidents played in shaping the policies and practices relative to school desegregation through their
bully pulpit



The Complete Book of US Presidents 2020-05-12

inform your vote with the history and personal stories of 45 us presidents in this beautifully
illustrated volume from the first president george washington to the most recent president donald
trump the united states has seen a host of extraordinary men take office their stories are all included
in the complete book of us presidents by journalist and historian bill yenne this book features short
biographical essays about the lives of 45 presidents jam packed with unusual details and expounding
on the significant roles each commander in chief played in the shaping of the united states and its
relations with the world lavishly illustrated including each president s official white house portrait
sidebars about each and every vice president and first lady and interesting anecdotes this book is
accessible to a broad audience and will captivate any history lover during election season the complete
book of us presidents is an expansive collection that reflects on america s rich presidential history
telling the story of a nation through the biographies of some of its greatest political leaders

The Complete Book of U.S. Presidents 1993

a ready reference guide to the presidents of the united states

Complete Book of U. S. Presidents 1997-04

so completelyupdated this edition will include brand new information about the life and election of
the 1996 president whoever that might be take a factual look at each of our chief executives their
lives loves administrations friends and foes successes and failures this totally comprehensive single
volume sourcebook is arranged in chronological order for easy reference and features a photographed
portrait of each president 43 photographs 769 pages

Mr. President 1998

readers will learn about 200 years of history in the oval office and of all 43 united states presidents
including the president elected in november 2000 to succeed president clinton each president s
politics events from their time period and even some funny things about them and their families are
presented includes photos and illustrations

The Complete Book of US Presidents, Fourth Edition 2021-03-02

discover the history and personal stories of 46 us presidents in this beautifully illustrated volume from
the first president george washington to the forty sixth joe biden the united states has seen a host of
extraordinary men take office their stories are all included in this fourth edition of the complete book
of us presidents by journalist and historian bill yenne this book features short biographical essays about
the lives of 46 presidents jam packed with unusual details and commentary on the significant roles
each commander in chief played in the shaping of the united states and its relations with the world
lavishly illustrated including the presidents official white house portraits sidebars about each and
every vice president and first lady and intriguing anecdotes this book is accessible to a broad audience
and will captivate any history lover the complete book of us presidents is an expansive collection that
reflects on america s rich presidential history telling the story of a nation through the biographies of
some of its greatest political leaders



The Complete Book of U.S. Presidents 2001

updated for 2013 readers can easily relive the course of american history through a detailed timeline
more than 50 vivid photographs and illustrations information about each president s term in office and
the major political issues of each era

The New Big Book of U.S. Presidents 2017-01-03

an informative and visual guide to america s highest office this dk eyewitness book explores the
history of the white house and the presidents who have served in it written in association with the
smithsonian institution this beautiful visual reference book provides mini biographies and trivia for
budding historians along with hundreds of photos that illustrate the lives of presidents that shaped
american history students and teachers alike will find intriguing facts in this comprehensive history
book each president s feature starts with their early lives and takes the reader through their political
careers discover how they came into office and what happened after they won their presidential
elections be an eyewitness to the history of the inhabitants of the white house through full color
photographs of famous paintings campaign memorabilia handwritten letters and even historical
artifacts belonging to each president as the first person to be called the president of the united states
george washington helped unite the colonies and win independence from king george of great
britain learn about his revolutionary leadership and the forging of the constitution discover how
abraham lincoln saved the union from the american civil war and how thomas jefferson doubled the
size of the nation with the louisiana purchase the book includes a section of presidential speeches such
as john f kennedy s inaugural address and ronald reagan s evil empire speech read about other 20th
century presidents such george w bush bill clinton and the first black president barack obama this
new edition introduces america s newest commander in chief joe biden the history of the us
presidents from george washington to joe biden dk eyewitness books presidents uses a unique
integrated format with text and pictures to give insight into the lives of the men that have held the
highest position in the usa eyewitness educational books are a favorite for school aged students parents
and teachers alike inside this fascinating visual reference book includes a feature on every american
president in history right up to joe biden presidential facts and trivia in bite sized information that is
easy to follow for younger readers hundreds of photos of famous artworks historical artifacts and
handwritten letters includes a section on some of history s famous american political speeches more
from dk books for more interesting facts about american presidents look for dk books the presidents
visual encyclopedia if you enjoy dk eyewitness books presidents there are over 170 eyewitness titles
to choose from covering a large variety of topics for more history reference books dk eyewitness
victorians dk eyewitness aztec and dk eyewitness world war i just a few of the titles available

Presidents 2021-01-05

the complete book of u s presidents eighth edition contains more in depth information about every u s
president to hold office than any other single book a factual unbiased look at every american chief
executive this book chronicles their lives their administrations their friends and foes their successes
and their failures this unique reference volume will be fully updated to include the results of the
highly controversial 2012 election

Mr. President: A Book of US Presidents 2005-01

the most comprehensive single volume sourcebook on u s presidents available today a unique volume



comprised of more than 300 000 words more in depth information about every president than any
other single book a factual look at all our chief executives from george washington to the winner of
the 2016 campaign their lives etc

Complete Book of the U. S. Presidents 1993-07-01

a solid primer and reference about the many men who have held the highest office in the us from
george washington to bill clinton based on a poll of 719 historians political scientists this book ranks all
the presidents in order of their influence importance from the best rated president lincoln to the
worst rated harding the authors analyse the high low points of each chief executive s term of course
external factors influence a presidency as well the authors supply a detailed overview of each
administration to provide an in depth perspective

The Complete Book of U.S. Presidents 2013

a history of the office of the president of the united states from 1789 to the present this book is a
perfect introduction to america s presidents and the united states government each chapter takes an
education look at the life of an american president how they rose into power and what the country
was like during their time in office never before has so much information been packed into one easy
to read book in presidents of the united states of america you will learn biographical details about each
president s birthplace family life political party and other interesting trivia the headlines scandals
heroes and villains that defined america presidential nicknames famous quotes and detailed stories of
ruthless presidential campaigns the fascinating history of the white house and so much more
presidents of the united states of america is perfect for readers of all ages clear easy to use and full of
valuable information this book is a must for anyone interested in american history relive the
fascinating course of the united state s history through the lives of its presidents from george
washington all the way up to its present leaders a perfect resource for home and school

The Complete Bk of US Presidents 2017-09

discover the history and personal stories of 46 us presidents in this beautifully illustrated volume from
the first president george washington to the forty sixth joe biden the united states has seen a host of
extraordinary men take office their stories are all included in this fourth edition of the complete book
of us presidents by journalist and historian bill yenne this book features short biographical essays about
the lives of 46 presidents jam packed with unusual details and commentary on the significant roles
each commander in chief played in the shaping of the united states and its relations with the world
lavishly illustrated including the presidents official white house portraits sidebars about each and
every vice president and first lady and intriguing anecdotes this book is accessible to a broad audience
and will captivate any history lover the complete book of us presidents is an expansive collection that
reflects on america s rich presidential history telling the story of a nation through the biographies of
some of its greatest political leaders

Rating the Presidents 2000-10

offers brief profiles of all forty two united states presidents and lists important events that occurred
during each president s administration



Presidents of the United States of America 2019-09-08

did you know obama is the only president born outside of the continental united states born and
educated in hawaii packed with lots of interesting facts of our presidents from the first to the current
president trump this book is guaranteed to entertain you and your family written in mind for
younger readers this book is an easy read for most ages this is also the perfect gift for students and
kids

The Complete Book of U.S. Presidents 1984

the most thorough authoritative and up to date single volume reference to the presidency in print
historian kathryn moore presents a riveting narrative of each president s personal and political
experiences in and out of office along with illuminating facts and statistics about each administration
fascinating timelines of national and world events astonishing trivia and much more these details are
woven together to present a complex and nuanced portrait of the american presidency from the
nation s infancy to today fully updated to include a chronology of events from 45th president donald j
trump s first term and results of the 2020 election

US Presidents 2021-04-29

portrays american presidents from george washington through bill clinton highlighting the key
details of their lives

The Complete Book of US Presidents 2017-09-13

do you love american history do you enjoy learning about the us presidents if so then this president
trivia book is for you the great book of crazy president trivia is filled with many lesser known facts
about the american presidents it is filled with great stories of the us presidents that you will not find
in any us history books this president trivia book is going to let you see the presidents of the past in a
whole new light learn about their personal lives the challenges they faced and their great
accomplishments when you read this trivia book you are going to learn not only about the presidents
of the us but about the history of the us as well when we learn about the presidents most often we
learn about a few of their accomplishments that they had while in office however this book is going
to show you the good the bad and the ugly when it comes to the lives of these men at the end of each
chapter you will find trivia questions and answers that are going to allow you to learn even more
about the men that have been in charge of the united states of america you are going to learn how
war not only challenged these men but how it affected who they were you will see how great
decisions were made as well as some that were not so great in the end you are going to find that
these men were in fact just men who took on a huge responsibility some of them were successful
some of them failed miserably but each of them with their own hands molded the us into what it is
today

Mr President 1997-01-01

great presidents are determined first and foremost by the circumstances and times of their presidency
but great presidents also demonstrate great personal leadership in being in the forefront of necessary
changes in our country president donald trump recognized that after 70 years of promoting economic
and political policies that rebuilt other nations following the devastations of ww ii it was time to
rebuild and refortify the united states within three plus years he has been doing that with



renegotiated trade agrees deregulation of overzealous bureaucratic oversight tax cuts increased
military funding and judicial appointments he also has demonstrated personal leadership in our nation
s response to the worldwide pandemic his effectiveness like most national and international leaders is
questionable but he has been courageous in demonstrating leadership among the greatest u s
presidents i rank donald j trump number eight of the forty five presidents seven before president
trump i list as george washington abraham lincoln franklin delano roosevelt thomas jefferson
woodrow wilson harry s truman and ronald reagan i justify my ranking by thoroughly examining
the ratings of u s presidents by three acknowledged presidential rating historians clinton rossiter
james david barber and alvin stephen felzenberg i predicted in a newspaper column that barack
obama would defeat mitt romney in 2012 i predicted that donald trump would defeat hillary clinton
in 2016 i am predicting donald trump is odds on favorite to beat any democratic candidate for
president in 2020 having been a journalist for 40 years covering presidents and other international
leaders congress and national and international business i have found that to overcome a plethora of
conflicting information and disinformation the simplest answer in understanding leaders is often the
best i have studied all 45 u s presidents and have found that the simplest way to determine why they
got elected and why they were successful less successful or not very successful at all is to determine
if they were a daddy s boy or a mama s boy from their birth on i also identify in the book whether
our presidents were balanced atyplical conflicted or unbalanced our greatest presidents were balanced
in other words if they were at birth mama s boys they learned to acquire the attributes of the other
parent to balance them abraham lincoln was a mama s boy who married at daddy s girl mary todd
who taught him to man up i identify president trump as an atyplical daddy s boy though his father
loved him and he loved his father donald has an inordinate need to be independent of a dominant
father to be his own man too simplistic of course many other factors are involved but i am talking
about a simplistic rule of thumb a poker tell a major determining factor in predicting who can get
elected in terms of their ability to campaign and attract a following their personality and character
how they might make decisions their policy inclinations their management style in terms of being
able to delegate or not if they have administrative capability and what is their worldview

Interesting Facts About US Presidents 2019-06-21

basher s us presidents shows you the nation s leaders as you ve never seen them before every
president from george washington to the winner of the 2016 election has an individual entry and
speaks directly to the reader often humorous these lively and enlightening articles bring history to
life meet james monroe known as the last cocked hat because he pranced around in an outdated wig
hat and breeches learn more about uncle jumbo better known as grover cleveland the only president
to serve two non consecutive terms find out how ronald reagan helped end the cold war quirky facts
add interest did you know that john quincy adams had a pet alligator that teddy roosevelt and his
whole family could walk on stilts or that lyndon b johnson had worked as an elevator operator read
this book and you ll soon be on personal terms with every single us head honcho to date

The American President 2021-05

published in a variety of formats and price points these activity books provide kids with hours of
creative fun
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淡なヘンリーがアレックスは苦手だ その夜の晩餐会でも 冷ややかな態度をとる王子の肩に思わず手をかけた次の瞬間 一緒にウエディ
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The U. S. Presidents Sticker Book 1999-02

from george washington to george w bush this book summarizes the u s presidents with easy to read
rhyming poetry it makes a great gift for children of all ages who love to read written by a former
social studies teacher this book promises to become a favorite in your collection
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the president of the united states holds the most important office in the country the person who is
elected to fill this position represents the nation s highest commitment to the rule of law the process



by which this job is filled can be difficult for struggling readers to grasp leaving them uninformed
with a focus on simple language and helpful graphics this book makes the ins and outs of a
presidential election easy to understand readers will be directed to the constitution for ultimate
guidance but this primary source is explained with clear examples of its use from the founding of the
nation to modern times
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this book provides an eye opening look at the outsized role that seven presidents played in shaping
the policies and practices relative to school desegregation through their bully pulpit
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